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Maintenance of Quality in Shell Eggs 
By Thermostabilization 
E. M. FUNK 
QUALITY FOR THE CONSUMER 
One of the major problems confronting the poultry industry is that of 
supplying consumen with eggs of high quality. Any process that will help 
maintain the fresh-laid quality of eggs until they reach the ultimate con-
sumer should prove valuable to the industry. 
T he problem of maintaining quality in shell eggs has been of im-
portance since man began to use the eggs of birds for human food. His 
recorded efIortB in preserving eggs were relatively crude as judged by 
present·day methods. But present-day methods when judged in the future 
will likely be considered equally deficient because the problem of maintain-
ing egg quality has not yet been solved. 
Minor Objectives 
The major objective of all egg-pro<:essing has been to maintain egg 
quality. Several minor objectives leading to the major objective may be 
listed. 
1. To Reduce Evaporation.- Many of the processes used for maintain-
ing egg quality are beneficial because they reduce evaporation and thus 
minimize enlargement of the air cell. The commercial grade is thereby 
maintained. 
2. To Retain Carbon Dioxide Within the Egg.-Processes which re-
tard evaporation also tend to reduce the loss of carbon dioxide from the 
egg and thus maintain a more favorable condition for the r etention of 
thick white. The vacuum oil process was designed specifically for Intro· 
ducing CO, into the shell egg and thereby increasing its CO, content. 
3. To Prevent Microbial Contamination of the Contents of the Shell 
Egg.- Within reeent years efforts have been made to treat shell eggs so 
as to increase their resistance to the invasion of micro-organisms and also 
to pasteurize shell eggs. 
4. To DevitaJiul Fertile Eggs.--50me investigators have developed 
processes for destroying the early embryos present in fresh·laid eggs and 
thereby preventing any subsequent loss of egg quality in such eggs because 
of embryonic development. 
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5. To StabUixe the ThIck AIbumen.-1t has been found that the thick 
albumen may be stabilized somewhat against liquefaction by retarding the 
loss of CO. or by the use of heat. 
Attempts to preserve eggs or maintain their quality may be grouped 
into (1) those where environment Is modified or controlled and (2) those 
where the eggs are treated or processed. The latter processes will be re-
viewed here. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. Partially Sealing or Coating the Shell with Oil.--Oils of various 
kinds have been used since at least 1807 for preserving eggs. Spamcr 
(1931) reported that as early as 1807 the Dutch preserved eggs by placing 
them in linseed oil for a half day and then drying on racks. Such eggs 
were kept for 4 or 5 months. This process continued to be used until about 
1914 when it was replaced by other processes, onc of wlUcb was pickling 
in lime water, a process first used in Holland about 1875. 
The literature reveals that a vast amount of time and effort has been 
expended by investigators in trying to develop not only commercial methods 
but methods suitable for home use in preserving eggs. Tbe activity in 
testing processes for home use was especially pronounced from 1890 to 
1910. Egg production was then highly seasonal; very few eggs being pro-
duced in late fall and winter. More recent research has been concerned 
with processes which supplement and accompany refrigeration. 
In 1911, Ene! Petersen and Victor Clairemont patented (U. S. Patent 
999,589) an oil process for preserving shell eggs which they described as 
follows: 
"The juice of cactus is mixed with the oil of cotton seed in the propor-
tions of one-third part of the former to two·thirds part of the latter and 
the mixture heated to the boiling point and then allowed to cool to 100· F. 
The eggs to be preserved are then submerged in the solution and allowed to 
remain therein for a p<!riod of twenty-four consecutive bours, at the end 
of which time they are taken out and allowed to drain until such t~me as 
they have become thoroughly dry. The eggs are then packed in crates 
or otherwise stored after the usual manner. 
"As a substitute for the oil of cotton seed, it has been found that olive 
oil, and also milk, may be used with equally as good results. When used 
with milk, the proportions are one-third cactus juice and two-thirds milk. 
It is possible also to use as the oil element of the solution, cotton-seed oil, 
olive oil and milk combined." 
In 1914, Victor Clairemont patented (U. S. Patent 1,092,897) a process 
for preserving eggs by first heating them in a solution for a sbort time 
at about 100· F. to temper the shell and then immersing the eggs in a so· 
lution heated to 250· F. long enough to coagulate the albumen next to the 
shell and then applying a sealing coating to the outer side of the shell. 
In 1916, Arthur N. Bennett obtained a patent (U. S. Patent 1,197,707) 
for a process for preserving eggs which consisted of first heating the eggs 
for 4 to 30 seconds in hot air at 200· F. to 600· F. to coagulate the albu· 
men next to the shell and then oil processing in petrolatum. 
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In 1921, Victor Clai:-emont and C. T. Lehman patented CU. S. Patent 
1.388,024) another process for preserving shell eggs for which their patent 
claims were: "A composition for treating eggs which comprises a light 
mineral oil of the Russian variety, paraffin which has been dissolved in oil 
and rosin, in the proportions such that the oil acts as a medium for intro-
ducing paraffin and rosin into the pores of the shells of eggs, the rosin 
aids the paraffin in hardening and remaining solid as a thin hard coating 
without embodying a rosin taste to the eggs, the rosin also acts as a germi-
cide and pa.raffi.n reduces the glazelike appearance of the rosin." 
In 1922, I. M. Kasser patented CU. S. Patent 1,424,484) a process for 
preserving shell eggs by sealing them with vegetable oils (cottonseed, lin-
seed. etc.) by passing the eggs while submerged through hot and cold zones 
so as to both heat and cool them in oil. 
Almy et al (1922) reported experiments in which they found that 
cottonseed oil and heavy mineral oil were most effective. They measured 
results by evaporation (loss in weight). They reported the following re-
sults : 
Treatment 
Loss in weight (o/c) after 
12 days at 40· C. 
Mineral 011 A, specLfte gt'a\1ty .869, 
Viscosity at 100· F. ot 134 Saybolt units ..... " .... " ...... " .... 
MIneral 011 D, specUlc gt'avity . ~1, 
Viscosity at 100· F. ot H Saybolt unlUL .. _ ... _____ . __ ._._ ....... __ 
Untreated eggs , ... _ .... _ ... _ ....... _ .......... _ ..... _ ..... , .. _ ........... _ ....... . 
0.6 
3.6 
" 
Swenson and James (1931) reported results obtained with vacuum oil 
dipped eggs stored from January to December. This method of sealing 
eggs consists of evacuating the chamber while the eggs are under oil and 
then raising the eggs above the oil and releasing the vacuum with CO,. 
The value of this process as indicated in the following table, was determined 
by the change in candling grades. 
Per cent of eggs in each grade 
Specials Extras Standards Trades 
January-unolled .... _ .............. _._ .... ,,_ ..... _ ........ ,_ ...... _ .. 62 . .5 
-:Janua:rr--oll dipped .................................... ,. , ....... , .......... .58,1 
January-Vacuum 011 dipped 47.3 
June--unolled ........... , ...... ______ ,. ________________ ~ ___ ....... __ .0 
June-oU dipped __ __ ___________ . ...... _ .. " .......................... 26.8 
June--vacuum oil dipped ... ... " ...................... _ ... _._ ... , .. 24.7 
September- unolled .... ,_ ...... _, .. _ ...... _ ............. _.............. 0 
September-oll dipped ... " ......... _ ................ , 7.3 
September- vacuum 011 dipped US.6 
December_unOlled ." ".~ ..... .. ________ 0 
December---oU dipped .. ___ .... ,,__ 1.0 
December- vacuum 011 dipped 8.0 
37 . .5 
39.8 
41.9 
37 . .5 
49 . .5 
.50 . .5 
o 
67.8 
.58.3 
o 
29.1 
43.7 
' .2 10,8 
.54.2 
17.2 
17.2 
9.5.8 
16.7 
1~ . .5 
4.5.8 
.57.2 
46.$ 
.. , 
.. , 
" .54.1 7.3 2.' 
Swenson et al (1933) reported a study of 88,vor in oil processed eggs 
from which they concluded that oil processing did not adversely affect egg 
flavor during storage. 
Swenson, Slocum and James (1936) reported satisfactory results from 
oil processing shell eggs with oil held at 60 · F. and SO" F.; in fact, better 
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results were obtained with oil held at 50" F. The oil used had a viscosity 
of 30/60 Saybolt seconds at 100· F. and a pour point of 40° F. 
McIntosh et al (1942) reported comparative studies of the culinary 
quality and physical properties of eggs to determine the best time of pmc-
essing after gathering. Eggs were poached and boiled. They were scored 
for flavor , texture, color and appearance. Physical measurements were 
made including appearance when broken on a flat surface, clinging quality 
of the shell after boiling, volume and stability of the beaten albumen and 
the pH of the yolk and albumen. 
Eggs processed the day after gathering were superior to those proc-
essed immediately after laying, noon or evening of the day laid, or the third 
day after gathering. Eggs processed on the day laid gave a 300 per cent 
increase of volume on whipping as compared to 500 per cent when oil proc-
essed the day following laying and 550 per cent for fresh egg controls. The 
drip volume (cc.) after 5 minutes was 4.30 cc. for eggs processed the day 
laid as compared to 0.72 cc. for eggs processed the day following laying and 
0.45 cc. for fresh eggs. 
Evans (1942) reported results of experiments in which a paraffin base 
oil with a Saybolt viscosity of 75·81 at 100' F., a pour point of about 3S' F. 
and a specific gravity of 0.S46 was diluted with solvents derived from the 
distillation of petTOleum. Results were measured. by changes in the albu-
men index. and the diameter of the air cell of eggs, from the same pullets, 
held for two weeks at 60-SO' F. He concluded that an oil diluted with up 
to 50 per cent of a solvent was as effective as an undiluted oil in maintain-
ing egg quality. However, he concluded that the danger of the inflam-
mable fumes from the solvent more than offset the advantages of using it. 
H. A. Mulvaney in 1940 was granted U. S. Patent 2,221,343 for a method 
of processing and precooling eggs in oil. 
Reedman and Hopkins (1942) reported tests made of oil processing 
in combination with egg case liner bags using eggs from three commercial 
sources. They held the eggs for 35 days at 70' F. and 90% R.H. and then 
determined loss and condition. They reported that under the conditions 
of the experiment oil treatment followed by packaging in sealed egg case 
liner bags retarded greatly the development of internal defects (molds and 
rots) and severe external mold. Oil treatment alone was beneficial but the 
use of egg case liner bags on untreated eggs was detrimental. Evidently 
unoiled eggs when bagged gave off enough moisture to create favorable con-
ditions for mold development. These investigators reported that eggs oiled 
and bagged shipped to England did not arrive in good condition. 
Gibbons, Fulton and Hopkins (1942) also reported results of storing 
oiled and bagged eggs under constant and fluctuating temperatures and 
humidities. Though the development of external mold and internal defects 
was high i1t all Iots, the oiled and bagged eggs kept better than the controls. 
Mailman and Davidson (1944) reported the results of experiments in 
which moldicides were added to oil to prevent the development of mold on 
shell eggs. Eggs were processed in oil of M to 60 Saybolt viscosity to 
which had been added Dowicide 7 (penta chloro phenol) and Dowicide 1 
(ortho phenyl phenol). The eggs were held at 68 0 F. and 100% R.H. to 
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develop mold. Under these conditJona 0.1 per cent of tbeae substances 
were not effective in preventing mold on the surface of the shell but 0.25% . 
0.50% . 1.0% and 2.0% Dowicide 7 did prevent mold on eggs held sa de-
scribed above. 
Funk (1945) . reporting on the effect of aU proce89ing shell egp which 
were held in cold storage, presented the following data: 
Treatment 
Thayer and Thompson (1945) reported a fonnula.-for an egg sealer 
which they recommended for u.ae on the fann. The fonnula for the pute 
WIUl: 
A solution for dipping the eggs was made by mixing one pint of this 
paste with 7 quarts of water. They reported that the loss in weight of the 
sealed eggs WIUI only one-fourth of that at untreated eggs. 
Rouer (1942) reported experimenta he had conducted which were 
designed to melUlure the effect ot oil dipping, surface disinfection with 
hydrogen pero:lride before oiling and handling on mold growth on the shell 
and internal spoilage when eggs were held under conditions conducive to 
mold development (Iota were stored 25 to 32 days where the temperature 
alternated every two days between 17.6' C. and 95.7% R.H. and 23.5' C. 
and 69.6% R.H.; then for 10 to 17 days where the temperature and humid-
ity were held constant at 21' C. and 90% R.H.) . Their report showed that 
all dipping and ordinary handling increased mold growth on the shell. The 
fact that all dipped eggs showed 70.6 per cent spoiled as compared to 52.2 
per cent spoiled In the untreated lots suggests that oil processing bad in-
creased spoilage; however, statistical analysl.s did not establish this differ-
ence lUI slgnl1l.cant. 
Gibbolll, Michael and Iriah (1947) reported the resulta ot experiments 
in which they used various oils and at oil temperatures at 76', 100' and 
130· F . Relults were measured by determining weight los-" yolk index, 
height ot thick white and pH of lots ot egga held for 4 and 12 weeka at 
70' F . and tor other lata held tor 8, 24, and 40 weeb at 30' F. From their 
relulta they concluded that: "Vilcosity of the oil seemed more important 
than pour point, although at 30' F . there wu ISOme indication that a high 
pour point wu advantageous. Oiled eggs maintained their grades two to 
three times longer than unolled eggs and lost from 1/10 to 1/4 as much 
weight. Heavy 011 diluted with mineral spirits did not give as good nsults 
as lighter oUs of comparable viscolity. The addition of vaseline and mag-
nesium stearate improved the action of the light oils. There was little 
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dlft'erence in the quality of egp dipped into oils maintained at 76·, 100' , 
and 130' F." 
Romanoff and Yushok (1948) reported experiments in which they 
added acids to mineral oil and measured the results by the evaporation 
and the pH of the egg. They improved the protective qualities of mineral 
011 by adding lactic acid snd stearic acid, stearic acid, and acetic acid. 
B. Sealing with Plastics 
Within recent years, since the plastics have been developed, the ques-
tion of more complete sealing of shell eggs by using plastics has arisen. 
Rouer et al (1942) reported the use of polyvinyl alcohol (one of the 
plastics) as a sealing agent for shell eggs. From their teats they concluded 
that when used alone it enhanced the growth of surface mold. H owever, 
when they added 2.8% dbnethylol urea to the 7% dimetbylol alcohol mold 
growth was inhibited. 
Yushok and Romanoff (1942) reported the results of their experi-
ments in reducing evaporation and minimizing pH changes in eggs by the 
use of plastics. Tbe plastics used and some of the reaulta obtained are 
presented in the following table: 
Effect ot SyntheUc Resin 
",. 
1'oIJ'""In11 lllcoltoJ 
Po!yv1ny1 &\:.t&te 
1'oITf'1Dy\ ..:et..t& 
~I_te 
Polynyno". 
--ChLorlna~ rubber 
ChIorm..~ rubber 
Filma on Loss in Weight of Eggs and on Alkalinity 
of Albumen' 
Solvel1t 
" 
.. 
" 
.. 
" 
U 
10.0 
" 
... 
' .0 
" ••• 
10.0 
" 
.. ,
'.EI •• held for • 100day period ,t 3'f.S · C. (U.S· 1'.) aftd. ,boIlt 35 par canl ...... -
live humJ.dlty. "'I'U poorcen~. I.,. In wtia"hl of aaeI:I. HI of traaled en. wu dlvld.od by 
th. percft.t&&. Iou In ",,,!chi of untrul..t ",,0., th ...... ulttpUed by 100 to (1 ... tl>b lnd.x. 
'Tb.. pH of tlb ...... n fro .... trlctl;y !nlh an' ..... bout 7.1. 
From their experiments these workers concluded that, "Newly laid 
eggs coated with films of chlorinated rubber, polystyrene, or polyvinyl 
acetate lose substantially less carbon dioxide and water during storage 
than untreated eggs. Ability of chlorinated rubber and polystyrene to pre· 
serve fresh eggs is improved by Inclusion of either dibutyl phthalate or 
n·butyl stearate In the plastic solutions. The preservative value of these 
plasticized resins is somewhat increased by small amounts of petrolatum 
and microcrystalline wax. Inclusion of cetyl pryridinium chloride, an ef-
, 
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feetive inhibitor of mold growth, does not decrease the sealing ability of 
plastic coatings. 
Cracked eggs are as effectively sealed by plastic films as eggs with 
sound shells. Dipping cracked eggs in mineral oil does not decrease their 
perishability. 
The change in appearance of the yolk and albumen in eggs coated 
when less than eight hours old is closely related to the loss of carbon dioxide 
and water. For best preservation the plastic coating of eggs should be 
carried out at the place of production, preferably the same day the eggs 
are laid. Plastic dims, which are non-toxic, tasteless, and odorless, can be 
formed on eggs by a simple dipping and spraying method, without the use 
of elaborate equipment. Cost of the plastic materials and modifiers is not 
prohibitive for practical use. 
These workers also stated that, "An approximate index of the preser-
vative value of a coating method is provided by comparing the percentage 
loss in weight from an egg, sealed when fresh, with that from an untreated 
egg held in the same environment. Under our high temperature test con-
ditions, a plastic-coated fresh egg which loses one-tenth as much weight 
as an untreated egg can be expected to maintain its original quality about 
10 times as long as an untreated egg." 
This statement assumes that all quality changes parallel loss in weight 
and pH changes and that similar changes occur at cold storage tempera-
tures as at the high temperatures used in these experiments. Such as-
sumptions cannot be made as anyone who bas worked with cold storage 
egg experiments knows very well. Only in a very general way can one 
interpolate from high temperature to low temperature conditions for shell 
eggs. 
C. SeaJlng wit h Other Substances 
The sealing or coating of shell eggs with various greases, and other 
substances is no doubt as old as that reported by Spamer (1807) for lin-
seed oil as used in Holland. The earliest record the writer has found was 
U. S. Patent 65,988 issued June ~, 1867 to Ben D. Atwell and Miss G. H. 
Crawford of Portage City, Wisconsin, for an Improved Mode of Keeping 
Eggs. Their patent stated: "The nature of our invention consists in the 
following proportions; To make a gallon of the preserving-fluid, take two 
ounces of white glue, one ounce isinglass, soaked over night In one (1) 
quart of cold water; then simmer over a slow fire until dissolved. In three 
(3) quarts of water dissolve one (1) ounce unslaked lime, and add two (2) 
table-spoonfuls of cornstarch. Now boil the whole together , and, while 
boiling, dip the eggs in and hold them there from five to ten seconds. Then 
lay them out and let them dry. A wire dipper should be used. The eggs 
should be kept separate until dry, or they will stick together. After dry-
ing they are all right, and can be kept in any convenient thing or place." 
It is of interest to note the patents granted for preserving eggs by 
coating the shell. Some of these patents examined by the writer or found 
referred to in the literature are listed on the next page. 
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Patentee and Dat~ 
Atwell and Crawford (l867) 
Good. (1880) 
Stead (1882) 
Gray (l887) 
Jeesen (1890) 
Milk (1891) 
Markham (189S) 
R~ardt (1898) 
Relnhudt (1899) 
Lorne (1&\)1 ) 
BarlOw (1902) 
Stukes (1902 ) 
Sehul~ (1902) 
Frykllnd (1907) 
Gan1gon (1907 ) 
CIhlu (1910) 
Jaeobaen (1910) 
Jaeoby (1910) 
Duboux and Rapln (1911 ) 
Jerne (1911) 
Jerne (1913) 
Cla1l"(!mont (1914) 
Coleman (1914) 
Davia and Metz (l9IS) 
~telUen ( 1918) 
SUbir&na (1917) 
de 1& Mota (1918 
Aston and Stevena (1924) 
Farler and Edsel- (1928) 
WllU. (1927) 
Upeeey (1930) 
Greensmlth (1934) 
Rollmt.n (193') 
Doyle and Doyle 
Country, Patent No. SubatanCi! 
u. S. 
0'. S. 
British 
U. S. 
Brl"'" 
Brl"'" 
Brl"'" 
British 
G<nnM 
""U.h 
BrtUsh 
U.S. 
Brl_ 
Bn"'" 
Fun", 
D""'h 
G<nn.n 
"""'on a: u. s. 
British 
U. s. 
u. s. 
U. S. 
Brl"'h 
U. S. 
s ..... 
u . s. 
BrlUsh 
65,988 White glue and islnglul! 
225.1118 Borax, sugar, and Ume 
4,910 Sodium sUlcate In Vacuum 
338,5615 Boiling tallow and IOda 
HI.tl80 RubbeT' coated pa.per 
17,717 Gelatin 
3 ,1i13 
IS,ISO 
112,892 
IS.439 
11,054 
8'9.899 
1,S28 
9,898 
3h,4o" 
2oW,78G 
14.,902 
2:11,281 
262,064 
1,019,614 
2,14.$ 
1,043,600 
1,092,897 
1,120,029 
105,84.0 
1,184.,621 
740,1240 
1,229,:192 
242,780 
Boric acid 
Sulphuric add 
Sulphuric add 
OU, wax or vamlsh with 
or without dlslnfeetanta 
011 plU$ an antlaeptlc and 
also varnlah 
OU plus an antiseptic 
GelatinoWl It.uch .olutlon 
LI=eod 0" 
Alum-treated pluter solu-
tioo 
Immersion 6 hours In 
,trong alcohol 
AI= 
Para.t!l.n and formaldehyde 
Rubbing with vueUne tn 
which have been added; 
talcum, 10%; alummUlTl 
tannate, 1%; pulo;etUed 
tngecanth f.{)% 
Nitrocellulose and cam-
phor 
Coating with gelatin and .. 
Celluloid-like compound 
Cactus juice 
Cottonaeed all and gutta-
_ho 
Tung all 
Magnesium chloride 
COttonseed au 
Coating with a tatty tub-
stance and then with col-
loidal 
Para1!!n, beeswax and boric 
.ctd 
British 274.,200 Lonolin 
AUltTaUan 10,2:10 
British 3640,128 
" 364,129 
British 409,623 
Agar-Agar and lrlsh m03ll 
Wax and lIhellae 
Para.tftn, tallow and boric 
oct. 
6(K,386 Rubber 
463,'03 Celluloid 
Abigail S. White In 1875 was granted a patent (U. S. Patent 172,677) 
for a compound for preserving eggs prepared in the following manner: 
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"Dlasolve one pound of gum-arabic and one pound of alum in twenty-live 
(25) gallons of hot water; and, in carrying out the invention, use or apply 
it In the following manner, to wit: Put the eggs in a wire basket, and dip 
them into the compound while hot, about Mteen seconds, keeping it at 
about the same temperature while being used. 
"The gum-ara.bic makes the shell of the egg, which is porous, air-tight, 
and the alum prevents the varnished appeara.nce which the gum-arabic 
gives It, making it appear rough like a new-laid egg." 
John F. Timnlons in 1889 patented a composition for coating eggs 
which he described as follows: ''My composiUon consfats of the following 
ingTed..Ienta, combined in the proportions stated, viz: pure water, one gallon; 
gum-shellac, two ounces; bicarbonate of soda, three ounces; wbite glue, one 
ounce; Spanish wbiting, one ounce; these ingredients to be IXlixed as tol-
lows: heat the water to boiling point, then add the shellac and soda, stir 
until diaaolved, and add the other ingredients. 
"In using the above-named composition the eggs should be immersed 
in the fluld while It is hot and immediately removed. This coats the egg in 
such a manner that it will keep in a fresh state as long as may be desired." 
In addition to the many patents isaued a number of the Agricultural 
Experiment Stations conducted tests with various methods for preserving 
eggs Including dry packing, immel'6ing in liquids and the use ot substances 
for coating the sheIla. 
W. P. Wheeler reported in 1890 the results of his tests &.II tollowa: 
'·Fre.h eggs were wiped with 8. rag saturated with fat or oil in whleb has 
been mixed some anti.sepUe_ Eggs packed in April and May in salt whieh 
were previously wiped with cottonseed oil to which had been added boracle 
acid were .J.i spoiled in ., to 5 months. Eggs wiped as above and stored. 
in bran were all spoiled in 4 months. Eggs packed in salt during Mart:h 
and April after wiping with vs.seline to which salicylic acid h8.8 been added 
kept tor 4 and 5 months without loss and were much superior to ordinary 
Iimed eggs. All eggs were held in a barn cellar at 60 to 70' F ." 
W. R. Graham (1899) reported the results of tests in wbieh he com-
pared lots of egge dipped in melted vs.aeline and pure water glaaa with 
othu lots stored in water glass, lime water and dry packing. He reported 
that egp dipped in melted vaseline and stored In egg eases were well pre-
served but they had the undesirable flavor of the vaseline. He also stated 
shell eggs dipped in pure water glass, dried and stored were tairly well 
preaerved but lacked flavor. 
A. A. Brigham (1901) reported tests in whJch he used vaseline. He 
reported that vaseline 8.8 compared to water glaaa was elfCi:tive for only 
a tew weeks. 
Dvoracheck and Stout (1918) reported tests with eggs held 6 to 9 
macULa in a cool dry room as follows: 
Flemings Egg Preserv8.tive-Eggs bad; moldy. sour and mUlty. 
Yankee Egg Preaervel'-Very bad ; yolkt cheelY, moldy. 
E-Z Egg Preservative-Moldy on surface and in air cell. 
Vaseline--Sour, musty. yolks stuek to ak cell. 
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Jones and Dubola (1920) reported resulta from using 8Oap, paraffin, 
water glaaa, vaseline and egg white for preserving sbell eggs. They used 
gasoline solutions of aluminum soap and paraffin. The gasoline imparted 
a taste to the eggs which waa overcome by either dipping the eggs in dilute 
sulphuric acid before dipping in the soap or by using instead of gasoline the 
pentane traction of gasoline which is tasteleaa, odorless and colorleaa. They 
held the eggs for 2 weeks at 31.5' C. They reported the aluminum IOap 
eggs In perfect condition, the water gl..a88 egp as not good and all other 
Iota spoiled. 
Swingle and Poole (1923) reported tests in which they compared the 
keeping quality of eggs preserved in water glus and with various egg 
coatings (Fresh Egg Keep, Crisco, Snowdrift, lard, lard plus 2% thymol, 
and pure water glass) . They found that water glass in a 1:20 solution 
Ibowed antiseptic value in 5 minutes. They a1ao used the Clainmont aU 
processing method. Ot all the methods tested they concluded that water 
gl..aas 1 :~ by measun!l was moat effective. 
Hearst and Hearst (1948) were granted U. S. Patent 2,438,168 for a 
process they called Stabilization of Shell Eggs. Their procesa consista of 
using an oll-in-water emulsion of waxu having different melting points 
(beeswax, montan wax, cereain, paraffin, petrolatum, and the like) to which 
is added a preservaUve (low molecular eaten of p-hyclroxy benzoic acid). 
This emulaion is irradiated with ultra-violet light before using. The paten-
tees claim that irradiation of the emulaion Imparts UDusual preservative 
power to the emulsion and they cite the following results of a aeriu of 
testa made. 
D. Using Electriclty to Malntaln Egg Quality 
The writer has been consulted within recent years by two parties who 
thougbt they could maintain egg quality unusually well by using electrical 
methods. One, an X-Ray specialist from Kansas City, Missouri, who WI!Jl 
apparently using X-Raya to arrest embryonic development, did not divulge 
his secreL The other stated that he WI!Jl passing an electric current through 
the egg. 
Funk (1931 unpublithed) found that X-Ray dosages of 2500 r units 
when applied to fertile egp before incubation completely devitalized them. 
Bless and Romanoff (1M3) reported that an X-Ray dosage of 250 r 
units stimulated embryonic growth and that 5000 r units applied to unin-
cubated fertile eggs reduced hatchability to O. 
The development and use of electronics for heating other substances 
hl!Jl created some interest in using t.hia method for treating eggs. Walter 
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M. Urbain and Paul Schauert were issued U. S. Patent 2,473,041, June 14, 
1949, entitled High~Frequency Electrostatic Field Apparatus for Egg Pas· 
teurization. This patent was assigned to Swift & Company, Chicago. It 
was claimed for this process that it would stabilize the albumen, destroy 
tbe embryo and pasteurize the egg meat. 
E. The Use of Heat to Improve the Keeping Quality of Shell Eggs 
Various attempts to use heat to improve tbe keeping quality of shell 
eggs have been recorded. 
Atwell and Crawford in 1867 recommended dipping eggs in a boiling 
mixture of glue, isinglass, unslaked lime and corn starch for from ~ to 
10 aeeonds. Gray in 1887 obtained a patent for preserving shell eggs by 
dipping them just long enough to bring the eggs into contact with eo boiling 
mixture of tallow 10 lbs. and soda 2 lbs. 
Wm. Schoning of Christiania, Norway, in 1902 was granted a patent 
(U. S. Patent 709,583) for a process for preserving eggs for which he made 
the following claim: "I claim as my invention-
"Process for preserving eggs, which consists in drst warming the 
fresh eggs in warm water (not boiling) for a few seconds and then imme~ 
diately they are removed from the warm water, allowing them to cool in a 
solution of cold salt water, sal·ammoniac, and silicate of soda, in the man~ 
ner and tor the purpose substantially as described." 
John A. Rylander of Norrkoping, Sweden, in 1902 was granted a pat· 
ent (U. S. Patent 696,495) for the following process for preserving eggs: 
"A process for preserving eggs, which consists in first heating air saturated 
with. salicylic acid dissolved in alcohol to 80" Centigrade, subjecting the 
eggs to such air, and in applying a solution of potassium silicate previ~ 
ously heated at or about SO· Centigrade when in a cooled state." 
Carl Bach-Wtig of Bon, Norway, in 1903 was granted U. S. Patent 
739,137 for the following claim: "The berein~described method of pre~ 
serving eggs consisting in first heating the eggs to about 140· to 150" 
Fahrenheit and then coating them with waste sulfite lye freed from sulfur 
compounds, as eet forth." 
Jacobsen in 1910 In Danish patent 14,902 recommended that shell eggs 
be immersed for 1~ minutes in water at 35" C. and in boiling water for ~ 
seconds, cooled in water and then dried. 
Clairemont in 1914 (U. S. Patent 1 ,092,897) obtained a patent for 
which he made the following claims: "Having thus described my invention 
what I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent of the l,1nited States 
i~ 
"1. A process for preserving eggs which consists in coagulating the 
albumen of the egg content immediately in contact with the inner side of 
the shell without affecting the edible portion by suddenly subjecting the 
eggs to a higher temperature than that of boiling water for a short period 
of time, and in applying a sealing coating to the outer side of the shell 
while in a heated condition. 
"2. The process of preserving eggs, which consists in immersing the 
eggs in a solution adapted to form a sealing coating and heated to a tem· 
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perature of a.pproximately 250· F. for a period of time su1!i.cient only to 
coagulate the albumen content in immedia.te contact with the Inner side of 
the shell and render innocuous the germ spores on the exterior of the shell 
without atl'ecting the edible portion of the egg. 
"3. The process of preserving eggs which consists in first immersing 
the eggs in a solution heated to a comparatively low temperature (approxi· 
mately 100" F .) for a brief period of time to temper the shell and in imme· 
diately thereafter immeraint the eggs in a solution heated to 250· F. or 
upward tor a period of time insufficient to noticeably coagulate the albu· 
men contents save in immediate proximity to the shell, and in subsequently 
cooling said eggs. 
"4. The process of preserving eggs which consists in first tempering 
the ehella by subjecting the eggs to a moderate degree of heat, aecondly, 
whlle still warm, immersing the eggs in a solution heated to a temperature 
in excess of 250" F ., and in applying a sealing coating to the outer aide of 
the shell." 
Thornburg in 1915 (U. S. Patent 1,163,873) patented a procell for 
reducing bacteria in shell eggs intended for breaking purposes by beating 
them for approximately one hour at 110· F. to 132· F. 
Almy, Macomber and Hepburn (1922) reported beating ahel! eggs in 
hot air at 320" C. and 610" C. for 5 seconds. They measured results by 
loss in weight of eggs held for 35 days at room temperature. The results 
were u follows: 
Loss in Weight Erp treated (or 5 secon41 at 320· c.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: U% {p treated for 5 seoondl a.t 810· C. __ .. 7.8% 
Untreated eggs __ ~._ •• _________ .__ •... _... 8.0% 
In 1916, S. F. Henderson was granted U. S. Patent 1,771,105 for a 
method of preserving eggs by dipping them for 5 seconds into a heated 
(210· to 225" F .) liquid aU (petrolatum). 
Funk (1943) announced a process which he termed Tbermoatabilization 
by which the quality of shell eggs was maintained by reason ot the fact 
that (1) the fertile egp were devita.lized 80 that subsequently they reacted 
lUI infertile eggs, (2) the thick albumen was stabilized 80 that luch eggs 
retamed their frelh appearance much longer than natural unhea.ted eggs 
and (3) a pasteurizing effect was obtained. These results were secured by 
heating shell eggs by immersing them in water or aU long enough to heat 
them throughout but regulating the temperature and time to avoid any 
perceptible coagulation. Eggs immersed for 10 minutes in oil held at 140" 
F. were reported to give aatisfaetory results. Later the process wu modi· 
fled to 15 minutes in water at 130· F. and after drying oil processing. 
Barott and McNally (1943) using Funk', conditions of treatment e,tab-
liahed time and temperature for obtaining di1ferent atages of opacity of the 
albumen. 
Romanoff and Romanoff (1944) reported their results from experi-
ments with a flash heat treatment. They Immersed the egg' in bolling 
water for 5 seconds. They considered thla proce8JI "to be an efficient method 
for the preservation ot table egga." 
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Boae and Stewart (1948) reported result. from experiment. in which 
shell eggs were heated from 20 to 90 minutes in water held at 130· F. 
from which they concluded that: "Experiments were conducted to deter -
mine the comparative and complementary effects of heat treatment and 
oiling on the keeping quality of shell eggs stored at room temperature. 
Eggs were treated both IS hours after laying and 4: days after laying. The 
eggs were heat treated in water at 130" F . ; they were oiled by dipping for 
one minute in a commercial egg processing 011 held at room temperature. 
Heat treatment produced a definite improvement in the initial albumen 
index of tbe 4-day-old eggs but not in the 5·hour-old eggs. The degree of 
improvement was roughly linear with time ot treatment. 
With IS-hour -old eggs, complementary effects of oiling and heat treat· 
ment on keeping quality were noted only during the early stages of beat 
treatment. No complementary effeet8 were noted for the 4-day-old eggs. 
With respect to the retention of yolk quality, complementary e1fecta 
were noted with both 5-hour-old and 4-day-old eggs. Again the e1fecta 
were noted only during the early stages of heating. 
When eggs were heat treated for sut!l.cient time to secure maximal 
stabilization, little or DO complementation occurred." 
Stewart and Bose (1948) reporting on "Factors influencing the effi-
ciency ot Solvent-oil Mixtures in the Preservation of Shell Egga" summar-
i%ed their findings as follows: "A study was made of certain solvent-oil 
milttures on the retention of quality of shell eggs kept at room temperature 
and alao when stored at 30" F . In addition, the etrect of time after laying 
before oiling on keeping quality was studied. 
The results indicate that pentane-mineral oil mixtures are very effi-
cient in preventing quality losses in s hell eggs. As little as 1-2% 011 in 
pentane greatly minimi~d quality changes in the thick white ; 10% oil in 
pentane gives practically the same retention of quality as did oil itself. 
Eggs dipped in mixturel containing 10% or leu oil were practically 
free of "Ihine" within a few hours after treatment. This is con.aldered to 
be of commercial si.gnill.cance because of the objection to the trade to oili-
nels. 
Other petroleum solvena were not as efrective II pentane for diluting 
the processing oil. The rela tive effectiveneaa of these various solvents 
aeemed to be inveraely proportional to their molecular weight. Carbon 
tetrachloride bebaved IlmiJarly to pentane; acetone behaved like the high 
molecular weight hydro-carbons. 
The optlmal retention of the thick white condition wu obtained when 
egga were oiled as soon as possible after laying. 
However, eggs oiled very soon after laying have an undesirahle amount 
of thin white after storage. It is recommended that for all ·around keep-
ing quality, eggs best be oiled approxima tely 18 houra after laying." 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Since it was observed that laboratory findinp with higb quality egp 
were not always applicable to commercial conditions, the experimental 
results obtained under laboratory conditions will be discussed separately 
from the results secured under commercial conditions. 
Labonltory Experiments 
The process of Thennostabilization was discovered and lint applied 
in the Department ot Poultry Husbandry with egp produced on the UnI· 
versity of Missouri Poultry Farm. In later u:.periment& eggs were ob-
tained from the regular commercial channels of trade and processed at 
the University of Missouri. More recently eggs commercially stabilized 
have been used in these experiments. 
The results obtained with high quality eggs produced by the Uni-
versity of Missouri and reported in Missouri Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion Research Bulletina 362 and 364 showed that three very bene1l.eial 
etfecta in maintaining egg quality were obtained. They were: 
1. DeviWhing fertile eggs 60 that no embryonic development was 
possible subsequent to stabilization. 
2. Stabiiizing the thick albumen so that it changed to thin white only 
very elowly. 
3. Pasteurizing shell eggs against many of the organisms which csuse 
epollage in storage. 
The results reported here were obtained subeequent to those reported 
in Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station Research Bulletins 362 and 
364. In these experiments the temperature ot the eggs before thermosta· 
bilizing was 60- F. to 70' F. 
Oomparison of Thermostablllzation and Flash·Heat Treatment for 
Maintaining Shell Egg QuaUty.-Romanotr and Romanoff (1944) reported 
that shell eggs dipped in boiling water for live seconds kept unusually well 
and they considered flash heat treatment "to be an efficient method for 
the preserva tion of table egga." Since these experiments suggested a much 
simpler method than therm08tabilization for maintaining quality in sbell 
eggs, tests were designed to compare the two methods. A comparison of 
the keeping quality of eggs treated in this manner with thermostabil.ized 
eggs, ill shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. It wall evident from these results that 
fl.ash heat treatment bas litUe if any value in maintaining the keeping 
quality of shell eggs either at room temperature or in cold storage. The 
eggs which were thenDostabilized only or thermostabiJized and all processed 
maintained their quality remarkably well wben held at 7:5 ' F. to 8:5° F. 
The flash heat treatment does not provide au1licient time for the beat 
to penetrate the egg and stabilize the albumen as does the longer heat 
treatment of thermoatabilization. 
Effect of Tbermostablllzation on the WhIpping Properties of Egr AJ-
bumen.-The albumen of eggs treated by tbis process require more time tor 
whipping and the volume of foam is less tban that of unprocessed eggs. 
Table 4 shows the results of duplicate testa repeated in March 1945. This 
conlirms other tests and the observations made by Funk in 1943. At that 
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time he reported that other cooking tests (frying, poaching and boiling) 
showed thermostabilized eggs superior to natural eggs held under similar 
conditions. 
Another observation is that the shell of a stabilized egg adheres to 
the albumen more than in a nonstabilized egg. 
E1feet of Thermostabiliza.tion a.nd Oil ProCilssing on the Keeping Qual-
Ity of Fresh·Lald Eggs.- To test the effectiveness of thermostabilization in 
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maintaining the quality of fresh·laid eggs, eggs produced on the University 
Poultry Farm were oil processed, thermostabilized, thermostabUiud and 
oil processed the day following production and their keeping quality com-
pared with natural eggs. The results of these tests are presented in Tables 
15, 6, 7 and 8 and in Figures 1, 2 and 3~ 
The results (Table 6) showed that a low albumen (Cornell ) score 
which indicates high quality was maintained by therm08tabilization much 
bttter tban by oil processing. There was some ~nefit from oil proce88ing 
but much lell than from thermOltabllization. Albumen height meaaure-
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ments, which are more objective measurement of albumen condition, also 
showed (Table 7 ) that oil processing was only slightly effective in retain-
ing the thick albumen of an egg. Thermostabilization was highly effective 
in this respect. 
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Figure l.- The etIect ot thermostablllzatlon and oil processing on the albu-
men score ot shell eggs held at room temperatUl"e. 1941. 
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A high and therefore more deJiirable yolk Index (wi~h) was retalned 
(Table 8) by oil proceaaing but not by thermoatabllization. The Itnngth 
of the yolk membrane ot the different Iota was measured by determining 
the pressure required per 10 square centimeten to rupture the vitelline 
membrane (Table 8). These results indicated that neither oil processing 
nor tbermostabilizatlon ail'eeted the strength oC the vitelline membrane. 
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Some observers have thought that the yolk membrane was weakened at a 
result ot heating but such a conclusion was not substantiated by thee 
resulta:. 
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The Effoot of Thermostabilizatlon on Maintalnlng the Fresh Appear-
ance of Eggs.-The value of tbennostabilization for maintaining the fresh 
appearance of eggs as determined by albumen condition is also shown in 
Figures 4, ei, 6 and 7. Eggs held in storage at 30' F. for 60 days and 6 
months came out of storage with approximately the same albumen condi-
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Figure ',--Change in albumen condition ot thennoalablllte<l and untreated 
eggs held tor 60 days at SO' F. IUId ther eafter at room temperature. 
tion as when they were stored. When subsequently held a t room tempera-
ture the natural eggs declined in albumen height and albumen score 'luite 
rapidly whereas thermostabilb:ed eggs maintained their albumen height and 
score remarkably well. 
Eggs held at 50 ' F. and 70 ' F. showed that thermostabilization main-
tained quite well the fresh appearance of the albumen under these tem-
perature conditions. 
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eggs held at :10· F. 
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Maintaining the Quality of Different Grade Eggs.-Tha.t thermostabili_ 
tation maintained. the quality of grade A eggs remarkably well was estab. 
lished early in our investigations. That this process also maintains the 
quality of grade B and grade C eggs equally as well if not better is shown 
by Table 9 and Figure 8. But in this connection it should be observed that 
the lower grade eggs are more likely to develop such defects as stuck yolks 
and watery yolks. 
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Fi~ 8.- The e1l'eet of ther mostabllization on maintaining the quality of 
grade A, B and C eggs. 
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The Use of Thennostabllization as an Adjunct to Cleaning Soiled Eggs 
to MlnlmJu Storage Losses.- From the pasteurizing effects noted early in 
experimenting with the process of thermostabilization an eJ!:periment was 
suggested to determine tbe effectiveness in preventing loss in eggs held in 
cold storage. Table 10 summarizes the results of a series of such experi-
ments, made in 1946. The results showed that average losses were reduced 
from 31.2 per cent and 29.3 per cent to 1.5 per cent and 1.8 per cent by 
using this process. The incidence of stuck yolks was increased by thermo-
2S MISSOURI AGRICULTtJRAL EXPEfIiMENt STATION 
stabilization. The 100000B in washed egp immersed in oil for 20 seconds at 
160" F. were approximately the same (29.3 as compared to 31.2 per cent) 
all tbO!le waahed and not beated. Rota, green whites, sour and musty egp 
were greaUy redueed by thermoatabilizat lon (US minutes at 130· F. in 
water). 
The effectiveness of thermostabilizatlon in reducing storage losee. in 
washed eggs is shown in Figure 9. In dve repeated trials it will be ob-
served that losses were reduced by more than 90 per cent. Figure 10 
shoWl! that the effe<:tiveness of stabilization against lOBS in storage may be 
1000t it more than two days time elapses after the $Oiled eggs are walbed 
before they are heated. These results would indicate that the beat used 
(immersion for 10 minutes in egg procesaing all held at 140" F.) wu not 
effective against the organisms which had penetrated the egg. 
_ washed 
n IIIIII Wuhed &rid StabIlIKed 
, 
t 
• 
"". D 
Stored Irom lb.y 2f to Oetober 23, 1943. 
FIgure i ._ The e1fect of thermOlltabWzat1on in preventing loss in the atorage 
of sheU egp. 194$. 
Factors Related to the OeeWTenee of Stack Yolks In Thermostabillud 
Eggs.-Difticulties experienced in commercial practice of thermOlitabillza· 
tion with stuck yolks prompted an investigation at the University of Mia· 
aouri, of the factors l'l!lated to thia conditioD. Table 11 sbows the incidence 
of stuck yolks in both natural and oil proeesaed eggs which were stabilized 
and held in cold storage for 29 to 37 weeks, then held at (0· F. for :5( days 
and finally held at 70· F . for 22 daY'. I t was evident from these results 
that thermostabilization increased stuck yolks in natursl egge but de· 
creased their incidence in oil proeeesed eggs. The occurrence of stuck 
yolks in egga which were both thermostabllized and 011 processed was rela-
tively low. 
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Fi~re 10.-The relation ot tUne between washing and thermoatabtllzatlon on 
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Tell1pe:ra~ of t he Medium (Water ) Used In Therm05tablllzatlon a.s 
a Factor Causing Stuck Yolks in SOOn-ge.- From earlier observationa when 
comparing eggs stabilized in water for Hi minutes at 130· F. with thOl5e 
stabilized tor 7 minutes at 130· F. plus 7 minutes at 136· F., it was suspect-
ed that the temperature of the water used in stabilizing eggs was a factor 
in the occurrence of stuck yolks. A quintuplicated. storage experiment was 
conducted in 1948 for the purpose of determining if such a relationship 
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existed. The results of that experiment as presented In Table 12 showed 
that stabilized eggs contained more stuck yolks than eggs which were not 
heated and that heating eggs for 3 minutes in water held at 145' F. more 
tban doubled (6.36 per cent as compared to 2.98, .78 and 1.68) the incidence 
of stuck yolks caused by regular thermoslabilization (15 minutes at 130' 
}o~.). 
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Cooling Alter 1'bermostabillza.Uon.--Some experiences suggested that 
stuck yolks might be resulting from failure to cool the eggs soon after 
stabilizing. Grade A eggs were stabilized and cooled shortly thereafter 
while other eggs of similar grade were kept warm (100· F .) for 24 hours 
before cooling. The resu~ts (Table 13) showed that stabilized eggs kept 
warm for 24 hours developed 6.0 per cent stuck yolks and 7.5 per cent 
inedible eggs as compared to 1.6 per cent of stuck yolks found in eggs 
waled soon after stabilizing . 
•• ClHl'l eUI, st&bWud, oiled aruI <»e>le\IlOOn aiWr st&blllzatiOll ... 
O. CleaD "U", .tabUIzed, oiled and ~eld 101 IrxPr. lor 24 1oNr. WOnt 
-.. • •• '-' D. Nalur:tJ. cl.an .cp , 
'-' 
, &ouo<!. tal, WUlIod 10.4 U., 
,. &OllO<!. ons, wu!led and 8tabUWld • •• • •• 
Original Egg QuaIity.- In testing the relation of original quality of 
the eggs stabilized to occurrence of stuck yolks, it was found (Table 14) 
that when high quality fresh laid eggs were stabilized stuck yolks developed 
only under the most adverse conditions (eggs held for 12 weeks at 55· F ,). 
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Stuck yolks appeared in commercial grade A and B eggs as early as the 
third week; in grade B and C eggs as early as one week. 
In another test des igned to determine the relation of the quality of 
eggs when stabilized to the incidence of stuck yolks a very close relation-
sbip was noted (Table Ui) between low quality and stuck yolks. Eggs 
held 7 days at 80 ·· F. before stabilizing developed 20 stuck yolks in 24 
eggs as contrasted to no stuck yolks in eggs stabilized as fresh eggs. 
fibl. IS. __ Rolo.UOOI of Ail 
2. Fna h ~". hold 3 dAy" a t 80" F. befo<o l tabUl11.ng 
!. hi&!> !HI! held' dArl al 80 r . befo rl . t.lbru. ... 1! • , 
, 
u 
, 
" 
, 
.. 
That stabilization may in some cases reduce the development of stuck 
yolks was shown by t he results presented in Table 16. The untreated 
controls developed fewer stuck yolks but it will be observed that when 
higher temperature (1400 F.) was used for stabilizing the eggs· more stuck 
yolks developed than when 130· F. was used. 
Table 17 presents results which showed that egg quality can be main-
tained much better when more heat is used in thermostabilization. Eggs 
heated for 20 minutes a t 130' F. were superior in keeping quality than 
those heated less. The author, however, is of the opinion that if eggs are 
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stabllh:ed for Hi minutes in water or rapidly circulating oil held at about 
130· F . the most acceptable market egg will result. 
Additional tests were made to determine the relation of the original 
quality of the egg and cooling following thermostabilization to the develop-
ment of Ituek yolks. The results (Table 18) showed as reported above 
that eggs of lower quality (grade B) developed stuck yolks earlier and 
more of them than did grade A eggs. The beneficial effects of cooling soon 
after atabilizing were again demonstrated. 
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Watery Yolk5,-Another problem in commercial application ot the proc-
ess not occurring in experiments with f resh- laid eggs was that ot watery 
or "ballooned" yolks where apparently the yolk had absorbed an excessive 
• 
• 
• 
, 
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amount of water from the albumen. Table 19 preaents the r eaul\;8 obtained 
in an experiment designed to determine the relation of thermostabilization, 
the quality of eggs when stabilized and cooling subsequent to this treat· 
ment to the occurrence of watery yolks. It was apparent from the results 
that this process did cause some watery yolks but that the number was 
very amall in grade A eggs. Grade B eggs developed more watery yolks 
than grade A eggs. Cooling soon after stabiliz1Dg tended to minimi:r:e the 
development of watery yolks. 
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CommerclaJ. Experiments and Observations 
Since some commercial companies, notably Swift & CompallY. evi· 
denced intereat in this procesa for maintaining quality in shell eggs it waa 
deemed advisable to Investigate the keeping quality of eggs thermoatabiliz.ed. 
commercially. Table 20 preaenta the resulta of observations made on eggs 
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procured from Swift & Company which were stabilized in water by a two-
temperature process (7 minutes at 130 · F . and 7 minutes at 136" F.) . 
Losses in storage were greatly reduced. 
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Sour eggs were eliminated and green whites materially reduced by 
the tbermostabUization ot soiled eggs contamjnated by washing. Stuck 
yolke were increased by the process. Other observations made after 2, 4, 
6, 8 and 10 months of storage by Swift & Company (Table 21) 01' eggs 
thenn08tabilized by the two-temperature process showed that losses in 
storage were significantly redu«d by stabilization with the exception at the 
June eggs held 6 months. No eXplanation at these losses in June eggs can 
be made. The results with the April eggs are shown in Figure 11. 
That the two-temperature process used hy Swift & Company waa d -
fective in stabilizing the albumen was shown by the results presented in 
Table 22 and Figure 12. After 74 days at room temperature thermostabi· 
lized eggs were scored 2.3 tor albumen and the thick albumen was 5.3 mm. 
b.i.g:h aa compared to control eggs having an albumen score 01' 3.3 and thick 
albumen averaging 2.9 mm. in height. 
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FiguA 12.-The ettect ot comrnerdal thermostablllzaUon Oll ma.lntaining 
albumen qUlllity. S~ Table 22 tor data.. 
Observations made (Table 23) of eggs transported and handled through 
the regular channels of trade showed that thermostabilization made possi-
ble a better quality egg for consumers. The very remarkable protection 
given high quality shell eggs by this process was shown by the albumen 
scores of the eggs transported by passenger car from Columbia, Missouri 
to Tampa, Florida and return. The stabilized eggs showed an average albu-
men score of 1.10 as compared to 3.58 for control eggs. 
In anotller test made to determine the effectiveness of this process as 
, 
used commercially (two-temperature, water method) on maintaining egg ~ 
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quality, eggs were thermostabilized at Beatrice, Nebraska by Swift & Com-
pany and shipped by railway express to Columbia, Missouri for obser-
vations and measurements. The results (Table 24 ) showed that the thick 
albumen was retained by the process but that the yolk condition (index 
or strength of vitelline membrane) was not affected. The results obtained 
with other lots shipped from Beatrice to Columbia are shown in Figures 
13, 14 and 15. 
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Figure I3.- Changes in the albumen score of eggs commercla.lly thermostabl-
Iized at Beatrice, Nebraska, May 20, 1948. Shipped to Colwnbia, Missouri, and 
held at room temperature. 
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Figure 14.---changes In the 8lbumen Index of eggs C(lmmerctally thermosta-
bl11zed at Beatrice, Nebraska, May 20, 1948. Shipped to Columbia, Missour1, and 
held at room temperature. 
An additional test was made on eggs stabilized at Beatrice, Nebraska 
by shipping them to New Orleans and then returning them by railway 
Express to the University of Missouri for observation. The results (Table 
25) showed that thick albumen was maintained remarkably well but that 
within one week after the eggs were received at Columbia, Missouri several 
inedible eggs were found in the stabilized eggs. These were stuck yolks, 
watery yolks and rots. From experiments conducted in our laboratory, 
it must be concluded that some eggs of low quality were used and that 
possibly they were not properly cooled after being stabilized. 
In another and more extended test grade A and grade B eggs sta-
bilized on the Johnson machine in Kansas City, Missouri, were shipped 
by railway express to Madison, Wisconsin for examination. The results 
• ~.20 
j 
f lO 
, , 
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Figure U'i.--Changes in the yolk inde;o; of eggs commercially thermO$t&blJized 
at Bea.trice, Nebraska, May 20, 1948. Shipped to Columbia, Missouri, and held 
at room temperature. 
Figure 16.-Commercla.l maChine for stabUI%ing eggs In 011. The oU, heated 
by steam colis, fl.ows over the eggs as they are conveyed tl1rough the machine. 
car-pro Uners are used tor placing the eggs on the conveyors and for remoVing 
the eggs. (Cow-tesy, Gordon Johnson Company, Kansas CIty, MiasoW"i.J 
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(Table 26) showed tbat grade A eggs tbermoatabilized on this machine 
retained their quality unusually well at 60° F. to 64· F. It was quite in· 
teresting that fewer st uck yolks developed in the stabUi<:ed Iota and also 
fewer yolks in these lots were ruptured when the eggs were broken for 
examInation. Only two watery yolks were f OWld and these were in grade 
B stabilized eggs. 
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1950 Storage Experiments 
The 1950 storage experiments were designed to test some theories 
with reapect to the occurrence of stuck yolks; (1) the grade of eggs, (2) 
the time of storage, (3) cooling after thermostabllization, (4) oil process-
ing, and (5) movement of eggs during stabilization. 
Grade A and grade B eggs were purchased from an egg packing plant 
and prepared for storage February 8, 15, 22, April 12, 19, 26 and June 14, 
21, 28 and 29. These eggs were all held until October 10-13, 19M, when 
they were removed from storage, and broken for inspection. 
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Lots were cooled soon after thennostsbilization for comparison with 
eggs held for 12 hours at 100' F. after thermostabilization before casing. 
Oil processed lots were prepared for comparison with natural eggs. Eggs 
were stabilized while in motion while others were stabilized without move-
ment. 
Summaries of the results of these storage tests are presented in Tables 
27 and 28. 
Compllorison of Grade A and Grade B Eggs.-Under the conditions of 
this experiment the Incidence of stuck yolks was not greater in grade B 
than in grade A eggs; the respective pereentages of stuck yolks being 0.52 
per cent and 0.50 per cent. 
Previous tests (Table 18) showed that the incidence of stuck yolks 
may be much higher in grade B than in grade A eggs. But the conditions 
which prevailed there were different in that they were more prolonged 
and more severe. 
Time of Swrnge.-The results obtained this year with eggs stored in 
February, April and June which were removed from storage in October 
did not reveal any significant differences in stuck yolks. However, it should 
be noted that the June eggs were in storage approximately two months 
less than the April eggs and four months less than the February eggs. 
Cooling vs. Casing Eggs \Varm.- To test the effect of keeping eggs 
warm after stabilization on the occurrence of stuck yolks, lots of eggs were 
cooled immediately after being stabilized, other Jots were cased warm, while 
others were held at 100' F. and then cased. Previous work had shown that 
eggs kept warm for 24 hours (Tables 13 and 18) before casing developed 
more stuck yolks than eggs cooled soon after stabilization. These (19.50) 
tests did not reveal any difference in the incidence of stuck yolks in eggs 
held at 100' F. for 12 hours before casing as compared to eggs cooled 
immediately after stabilizing and then cased; the respective percentages 
of stuck yolks being for grade A eggs 0.52 per cent and 0.89 per cent. and for 
grade Beggs 0.82 per cent and 0.37. These percentages are quite small 
and the differences insignifl.cant. However, when compared to no stuck 
yolks in 2988 eggs stored in lots Au and B4a (natural eggs) it again 
becomes evident that this process does increase stuck yolks but they may 
be held to a very low incidence. 
Oil Processing.- To test the effect of oil processing on the occurrence 
of stuck yolks lots of similar eggs were oil processed for comparison with 
natural eggs (lot 4a, natural eggs and lot 4b, oil processed). In the grade 
A eggs no stuck yolks were found in the natural eggs and 9 stuck yolks 
in the oil processed eggs; each lot consisting of 1848 eggs. In the grade B 
eggs no stuck yolks were found in 1140 natural eggs and 10 stuck yolks 
occurred in 1158 oil processed eggs. Under the conditions which prevailed 
in this experiment oil processing increased the incidence of stuck yolks in 
both grade A and grade Beggs. 
iUo\'ement of Eggs During Stablllzation.- Some preliminary tests sug-
gested that eggs kept in motion during stabilization developed fewer stuck 
yolks than eggs stabilized in a stationary position. Eggs of similar quali-
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ties were divided into two lots; one lot being kept in constant motion while 
being lItabilized wbile the other lot remained stationary with the oil being 
circulated around the eggs. The results of these tests were as follows: 
Stuck Yolk.s found in Eggs 
Stationary In Motion 
Grade No. Eggs No. Stuck Yolks No. Eggs No Stuck Yolks 
B 134" , 13"" , 
13oiO 
" 
13"2 2 
13"4 11 13oi" II 
A 1675 H 1692 16 
1692 9 1692 II 
1837 II 193' 9 
Total 9232 60 9248 
" 
Minimizing Storage Loss by ThermostabiIization.- PrevioulI work 
showed losses in shell eggs held in cold storage eQuid be reduced by thenno-
stabilization, especially, if the eggs had been previously exposed to excessive 
contamination. Another test of this effect was made in this experiment 
by washing soiled eggs with an egg washing machine in water held at about 
100· F. and containing Kleneg (a commercial gennicidal compound used 
for cleaning soiled eggs). The results were as follows: 
wa.shed 
wa.shed and 
3:581 
2780 
., 
,., 1.31 5.29 
These results again demonstrated the ·pasteurizing effect of this 
process. 
I t was interesting to observe the kind of loss found on breaking these 
eggs which was as follows; 
Lot Kind ot Loss 
Mold ' Musty 
Green whites, sour eggs, musty eggs and other rots were very greatly 
reduced but stuck yolks were increased by thermostahilization. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Thermostahilization aa a process for maintaining egg quality has very 
dell.nite merit but there are &OIDe disadvantages to the process. 
The process devitalizea fertile eggs, stabilizes the thick albumen and 
paateurizes shell eggs. Fertile eggs reacted as Infertile eggs after thenno-
stabillzation. The thick albumen was retained remarkably well in tbermo-
subUiud eggs. Pu teurization was accomplished as evidenced by the 
reduction in spoilage ot shell egp in storage caused by microorganisms. 
The process can be used to supply consumers with eggs showing more 
of their fresh-laid condition than eggs which have Dot been thennostabllized. 
Tbe disadvantages found for this proceas were: 
1. The albumen of thermostabilized eggs required more time for whip_ 
ping and the volume of foam was reduced. 
2. The incidence of .tuck yolks was increased by the process. 
By uaing high quality eggs and reasonable cooling and handling the 
proceae can be used throughout the year to give the consumer a better 
quality egg. Lower grade eggs, especiaUy during hot weather, if not prop-
erly cooled may cause trouble ( stuck yolks and lpoiJage). 
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